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Precision orbit determination (POD) plays a vital role in the success of space-

borne laser altimetry missions, such as ICESat (Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation

Satellite). Although current ICESat POD processing standards are achieving re-

markable accuracy, new time-varying geopotential models derived from the GRACE

(Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment) mission were investigated as candidates

to improve POD performance for the planned ICESat-2 mission. The objective of this

research is to examine the effect of these time-varying geopotential models – which

include models of non-tidal atmospheric and ocean variability, seasonal variability

caused by water mass motion, and secular variations caused by present-day ice-melt

and glacial isostatic adjustment – on ICESat POD.

The quality of the POD solutions produced with the new geopotential models
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was quantified by examining the usual orbit quality tests DDHL (double-differenced

high-low) and SLR (satellite laser ranging) observation residuals and orbit overlaps.

Although the solutions produced in every test case indicated consistency and high

accuracy of 1-2 cm, these metrics were rather insensitive to the small changes in

the POD solutions induced by the new geopotential models, and were incapable of

identifying any statistically significant improvements in the POD. However, exami-

nation of geographically correlated radial orbit perturbations showed that the radial

orbit differences exhibited significant variability on the order of several millimeters,

and were coherent with the temporal variability of the models implemented. Since

radial orbit errors directly relate to the scientific quantities of interest in the ICESat

mission – the altimetry measurements and derived ice-sheet surface elevations – this

result is of obvious importance. The most notable effects included an annual radial

orbit variation of up to 4 mm over the Amazon region induced by implementing the

GRACE Annual model, and a secular variation of radial orbit differences over Green-

land when the GRACE Trend model was applied. The effect of radial orbit error

on ice-sheet altimetry was quantified by examining the mean geographically corre-

lated radial orbit differences. Since the ice sheet elevation rates computed by ICESat

scientists are on the order of tens of centimeters per year, it was concluded that,

although the radial orbit perturbations are readily observable, with magnitudes on

the order of a few millimeters they are too small to have a significant impact on the

altimetry science. However, depending on the scientific objectives and radial orbit

accuracy requirements set for ICESat-2, these effects may be important, and the use

of time-varying geopotential models in ICESat-2 POD may be beneficial.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The ICESat Mission

In January 2003, NASA launched the first Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite

(ICESat) into orbit. The primary objective of the ICESat mission was to quantify

the seasonal and long-term changes in polar ice-sheet elevation. From these measure-

ments, scientists could then study the variability of polar ice mass and its contribution

to global sea level change (Schutz et al., 2005). Specifically, ICESat was tasked with

reducing the uncertainty in the known ice-sheet mass balance through determination

of polar ice elevation changes with better than 2 cm/year accuracy over 100 by 100

km areas averaged over three or more years (Schutz et al., 2008a).

ICESat completed its final scientific measurement in October of 2009 and was

intentionally deorbited in August of 2010. It provided years of invaluable scientific

data — data which are being used to understand important issues such as global

warming, ice-sheet melting, and sea level rise.
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1.1.1 ICESat Scientific Instrumentation

To achieve its science objectives, ICESat used narrow beam laser altimetry to mea-

sure the distance between the instrument in orbit and Earth’s surface (Schutz et al.,

2008a). This was implemented by the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS),

designed and constructed by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The GLAS instru-

ment emits laser pulses at a rate of 40 Hz using diode-pumped Q-switched neodymium-

doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:YAG) slabs (Schutz, 2001). Once emitted, the

laser pulses travel through space and the atmosphere to Earth’s surface, illuminat-

ing 65 meter diameter spots. Successive pulses produce a sequence of ground spots

separated by approximately 172 meters due to the 40 Hz pulse rate, ICESat’s orbital

motion, and Earth’s rotation (Schutz et al., 2008a). The altitude of the instrument

is determined from the measured time between transmission of a laser pulse and de-

tection of the photons reflected from Earth’s surface and received by GLAS (Brenner

et al., 2003). The laser pulse round trip time of travel is given by

∆t = tR − tT

where ∆t is the round trip pulse travel time, tT is the pulse transmit time, and tR is

the pulse receive time. It is assumed that both times are measured accurately with

the same clock and that the clock drift over ∆t is small. The two-way range, ρ, is

ρ = c∆t
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where c is the speed of light. The altimeter height h is half of the two-way range.

Thus,

h =
1

2
ρ

This measurement is later adjusted for path delays both in the instrument and through

the atmosphere and corrections for solid Earth and ocean tides (Schutz, 2002). In

this way, the height of the GLAS instrument above the surface of the Earth is known.

However, the desired measurement of surface elevation requires knowledge of the

position of the GLAS instrument with respect to the center of mass of the Earth. As

shown in Figure 1.1, the altimeter measurement along with attitude information gives

the vector H. The geocentric position vector of GLAS, R, is required to calculate

the geocentric location of the spot, Rspot, by

Rspot = R + H

(Rim and Schutz, 2002). Knowledge of R is provided by precision orbit determina-

tion (POD) using tracking data collected by on-board GPS receivers. Throughout the

mission, the GPS measurements are transmitted from the satellite to ground stations

where they are processed and distributed. The University of Texas Center for Space

Research (UT-CSR) produces POD solutions using the Multi-Satellite Orbit Deter-

mination Program (MSODP). MSODP, which was developed at UT-CSR, employs a

dynamic method of orbit determination (Webb, 2007). The basic elements of POD

are outlined in the following sections. Refer to Rim (1992) for more information.
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Figure 1.1
Spot Geolocation: The quantity of scientific interest,
Rspot, is obtained through knowledge of H (from altime-
try measurements and attitude information) and R (from
precision orbit determination).

1.2 Precision Orbit Determination

POD is the process of obtaining an accurate ephemeris – position (and possibly

velocity) information – for an orbiting satellite from a sequence of observations. The

procedure requires the following elements (Rim and Schutz, 2002):

• The mathematical equations of motion describing the forces acting on the satel-

lite

• The observation-state relationships describing the relation of the observed mea-

surements to the satellite’s position and velocity

• Linearization of the original non-linear orbit determination formulation

• A least squares batch estimation algorithm

These elements will be discussed further in the following sections.
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1.2.1 Equations of Motion

The motion of a low-Earth orbiting satellite in an inertial reference frame is governed

by a second-order non-linear differential equation:

R̈ = ag + ang + aemp

R(t0) = R0

Ṙ(t0) = Ṙ0

(1.1)

where R is the position vector of the center of mass of the satellite, aG is the sum of

the gravitational forces acting on the satellite, aNG is the sum of the non-gravitational

forces acting on the satellite, and aEmp is the empirical contribution that accounts

for unmodeled or mismodeled forces acting on the satellite (Rim and Schutz, 2002).

The gravitational forces, aG, can be expressed as

aG = fGeo + fNBody + fRel (1.2)

where fGeo is the force (per unit mass) due to the mass distribution of the Earth,

represented by U , fNBody are the forces exerted on the satellite by the Sun, Moon,

and other planets, and fRel is the contribution due to relativistic perturbations (Rim

and Schutz, 2002). The dominant force acting on a low Earth orbiting satellite is fGeo,

which can be expressed as the gradient of the geopotential U . Since the geopotential

is generally expressed in an Earth fixed reference frame, the transformation matrix

TECI
ECEF (which depends on Earth rotation, precession, nutation, and polar motion)

is used to transform from Earth Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) to Earth Centered
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Inertial (ECI) coordinates for use in the equations of motion.

fGeo = TECI
ECEF∇U (1.3)

As will be discussed later in this chapter, the topic of this research is implementing

more sophisticated models of the geopotential U in the ICESat POD solution. The

geopotential model is the subject of Chapter 2.

The nongravitational forces, aNG, are surface forces that depend, in part, on the

shape and orientation of the satellite. They can be expressed as

aNG = fDrag + fSRad + fERad + fTherm (1.4)

where fDrag is the force (per unit mass) due to atmospheric drag, fSRad is the force

due to solar radiation pressure, fERad is the force due to earth radiation pressure,

and fTherm is the force due to thermal radiation (Rim and Schutz, 2002). Refer to

Rim and Schutz (2002) for more detailed information about force modeling and the

implementation for ICESat POD.

1.2.2 Observation-State Relationships

Ideally, the mathematical equations of motion for the satellite described in Equa-

tion (1.1) would completely and accurately describe all of the forces acting on the

satellite, allowing the position and velocity of the satellite to be calculated at any

time, using numerical integration techniques with appropriate initial conditions. Un-

fortunately, this is not the case in practice. Errors in the initial conditions and in

various model parameters introduce errors into the solution of Equation (1.1), caus-
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ing the calculated state to diverge from the true state. For this reason, the orbit

determination process includes independent observations of the satellite’s motion to

correct the solution predicted by the equations of motion (Webb, 2007).

For ICESat, the primary observations used in POD processing are based on GPS

data. GPS measurements made by an on-board BlackJack receiver are transmitted

to ground stations and sent to the EOS Data and Operations System (EDOS) at the

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), where the raw data are processed and

distributed. UT-CSR receives the GPS data files and converts them to Receiver In-

dependent Exchange (RINEX) format, which includes the phase differences between

the L1 and L2 carrier signals received from a GPS satellite and the reference carrier

signals generated within the BlackJack receiver. Knowledge of phase measurements

on two different carriers allows the frequency-dependent effects of the ionosphere to

be mitigated. The ionosphere-free phase observables are then converted to a “pseu-

dorange” ρ, which is biased by GPS satellite and receiver clock errors. These clock

errors can be eliminated by a technique known as “double differencing”. A single-

difference high-low (SDHL) measurement is obtained by differencing pseudorange

measurements from the onboard BlackJack receiver and a ground-based receiver to

the same GPS satellite. By differencing two single-differences (measured to different

GPS satellites) a double-difference high-low measurement is formed (Webb, 2007).

Finally, corrections to the DDHL measurements are applied to account for propaga-

tion delays, relativistic effects, phase center offsets, and ground station related effects

(Rim and Schutz, 2002). The DDHL measurements are the primary observable in

ICESat POD, and are generated in a preprocessing program at UT-CSR.

As shown in detail by Rim and Schutz (2002), a mathematical observation model,

G (X(t), t), relating the GPS observables to the satellite state can be developed. The
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satellite state, X(t), describes the satellite’s position and velocity. “Computed” ob-

servations are generated from the observation model evaluated on reference or “nom-

inal” trajectory obtained from the integration of Equation (1.1). These computed

observations are then differenced from the actual or “observed” measurements. The

difference between the computed and observed quantities is the observation residual.

The goal of POD is to minimize the observation residual in a least squares sense by

updating the initial conditions and selected parameters in the dynamic and observa-

tion models. This is accomplished by first linearizing the dynamic and observation

models and then applying a least-squares batch filter (Webb, 2007).

1.2.3 Linearization of the Orbit Determination Problem

In the orbit determination problem, the equations of motion and the observation

model are highly complex, non-linear differential equations. Assuming that the true

satellite motion remains sufficiently close to the nominal trajectory over a small time

interval, the equations of motion and the observation equation can be linearized about

the nominal trajectory through a Taylor series expansion and a differential correction

to the nominal trajectory can be obtained. The following derivation is based on

Tapley, Schutz, and Born (2004b).

First, the state vector, X(t), is defined to include the satellite position R, satellite

velocity Ṙ, and a set d of dynamic or observation model parameters to be estimated.

X(t) =


R

Ṙ

d

 (1.5)
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Equation (1.1) can be reduced to a system of first order, non-linear differential

equations:

Ẋ = F (X, t)

X(t0) = X0 (1.6)

The observation equation can be expressed as

Yi = DDHLi = G (Xi, ti) + εi for i = 1, . . . , l (1.7)

where G (Xi, ti) is the observation model, Yi is the actual observation at time ti, and

εi is the observation error.

Equations (1.6) and (1.7) are ready to be linearized about the nominal trajectory.

The nominal trajectory — call it X∗(t) — is obtained by integrating Equation (1.6).

The nominal observations are obtained by evaluating the observation model on the

nominal trajectory:

Y∗(t) = G(X∗(t), t)

The state deviation x(t), and observation deviation y(t), are defined as

x(t) = X(t)−X∗(t)

y(t) = Y(t)−Y∗(t)

(1.8)

Taking the first derivative of the state deviation vector gives

ẋ(t) = Ẋ(t)− Ẋ∗(t)
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Expanding the original (non-linear) dynamic and observation equations (Equa-

tions (1.6) and (1.7)) in a Taylor series about X∗(t) gives:

Ẋ(t) = F (X(t), t)

= F (X∗(t), t) +

[
∂F (t)

∂X(t)

]∗
[X(t)−X∗(t)] +H.O.T.

(1.9)

Yi = G (Xi, ti) + εi

= G (X∗
i , ti) +

[
∂G

∂X

]∗
i

[X(ti)−X∗(ti)]i +H.O.T.+ εi

(1.10)

where [ ]∗ indicates that the partial derivative is evaluated on the nominal trajectory

and H.O.T. are terms higher than first order. If the higher order terms are ignored,

then Equation (1.9) can be written as

Ẋ(t) = F (X∗(t), t) +

[
∂F (t)

∂X(t)

]∗
x(t)

= Ẋ∗(t) +

[
∂F (t)

∂X(t)

]∗
x(t)

so that

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) where A(t) =

[
∂F (t)

∂X(t)

]∗
(1.11)

The general solution to Equation (1.11) is

x(t) = Φ(t, ti)x(ti) (1.12)
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where Φ(t, ti) is the state transition matrix that maps deviations in the state vec-

tor from one time to another. The state transition matrix satisfies the differential

equation

Φ̇(t, ti) = A(t)Φ(t, ti)

Φ(ti, ti) = I (1.13)

Similarly, from Equation (1.10)

Yi = G (X∗
i , ti) +

[
∂G

∂X

]∗
i

xi + εi

= Y ∗
i +

[
∂G

∂X

]∗
i

xi + εi

so that

yi = H̃ixi + εi for i = 1, . . . , l where H̃i =

[
∂G

∂X

]∗
i

(1.14)

From Equation (1.14), there is an unknown state deviation vector xi corresponding

to each observation yi. One can relate all of the observations in terms of a single epoch

state (here, at time tk) using the state transition matrix as follows:

y1 = H̃1Φ(t1, tk)xk + ε1

y2 = H̃2Φ(t2, tk)xk + ε2

...

yl = H̃lΦ(tl, tk)xk + εl
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Defining

y ≡



y1

y2

...

yl


; H ≡



H̃1Φ(t1, tk)

H̃2Φ(t2, tk)

...

H̃lΦ(tl, tk)


; ε ≡



ε1

ε2
...

εl


(1.15)

Then,

y = Hxk + ε (1.16)

(Tapley et al., 2004b)

The original nonlinear estimation problem has been replaced by the linear esti-

mation problem stated by Equations (1.12) and (1.16) and is ready for the next step

in the process — the least squares batch estimation algorithm.

1.2.4 Least-Squares Batch Estimation Algorithm

The linear, unbiased, minimum variance estimator is widely used in orbit determina-

tion because it includes information on the statistical characteristics of the measure-

ment errors or model parameters (Tapley et al., 2004b). As shown in Tapley, Schutz,

and Born (2004b), assuming the measurement errors ε are random, with zero mean

and a specified covariance R:

E [ε] = 0 E
[
εεT
]

= R

Then the best linear, unbiased minimum variance estimate x̂k of the epoch state xk

is given by

x̂k =
(
HTR−1H

)−1 (
HTR−1y

)
(1.17)
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The covariance matrix associated with this estimate is

Pk =
(
HTR−1H

)−1
(1.18)

If apriori information about the epoch state xk is known along with an associated

covariance matrix P k, then Equations (1.17) and (1.18) become, respectively:

x̂k =
(
HTR−1H + P

−1

k

)−1 (
HTR−1y + P

−1

k xk

)
Pk =

(
HTR−1H + P

−1

k

)−1
(1.19)

Since x̂k represents a differential correction to the epoch state in the original

non-linear problem, the updated epoch state becomes

X̂(tk) = X∗(tk) + x̂k (1.20)

Iteration is continued using X̂(tk) as the new initial conditions for the nominal tra-

jectory until acceptable convergence is achieved (Tapley et al., 2004b).

1.3 POD Accuracy Requirements for ICESat
and Research Objectives

As described in Section 1.1, the ICESat mission was designed to make detect temporal

surface changes in the polar ice sheets (Schutz et al., 2008a). The analysis of these

data requires an accurate and precise orbit determination solution to serve as the

reference frame for the altimetry measurements. Specifically, mission requirements

were set to 5 and 20 cm accuracy in the radial and along-track position estimates,

respectively (Rim and Schutz, 2002). Radial accuracy is especially important in laser
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altimetry missions such as ICESat, since any errors in the radial position contribute

directly to the altimeter measurement and derived surface elevation. Current ICESat

POD processing standards are achieving radial orbit accuracies of 1-2 cm, far exceed-

ing pre-launch requirements (Schutz et al., 2008a). However, improvement in POD

performance is always desired, especially in anticipation of NASA’s current plans to

launch a second-generation laser altimetry mission (ICESat-2) in early 2016.

Historically, the largest source of orbit error in POD solution has been the model

of Earth’s gravitational field. For example, in 1981 a state-of-the-art gravitational

model was the Goddard Earth Model (GEM)-10B. Error analysis of this model pre-

dicted orbit errors on the order of 1 meter for low earth orbiting satellites (Fu and

Cazenave, 2001). The realization that the geopotential model was the major limita-

tion to POD prompted an intense effort to improve the knowledge of the geopotential

that continues today.

A profusion of data from satellite tracking and surface gravity measurements,

along with increased computational power and advanced solution techniques, have

allowed the development of sophisticated geopotential models with greater accuracy

and spatial resolution. The most recent advances in geopotential modeling have come

as a result of the GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment) mission, which

is capable of measuring the seasonal variations of the geopotential, in addition to

determining the static field to unprecedented accuracy and spatial resolution. These

advances will be further discussed in Chapter 2. The topic of this research involves

implementing these state-of-the-art geopotential models in the solution process in

an effort to improve (or, at least, to quantify the effect on) ICESat precision orbit

determination. The results and conclusions drawn from this study can be used to

select the geopotential model standards for the future ICESAT-2 mission.
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Chapter 2

The Geopotential Model

2.1 Modeling the Geopotential

As discussed in Section 1.2, the forces acting on a satellite must be described as

completely and accurately as possible by mathematical models for use in the POD

solution. The force due to the geopotential is the dominant force acting on a low

Earth orbiting satellite, such as ICESat. Therefore, the model of the geopotential

should be as comprehensive as possible. Otherwise, deficiencies in the model can

produce errors in the satellite’s computed position, which in turn can lead to errors

in laser altimeter measurements and misinterpretation of the surface elevation.

Earth’s gravitational field is a product of its mass distribution. Most of the mass

is contained deep within the structure of the Earth, and remains relatively static.

However, the mass contained in Earth’s fluid envelope — the oceans, atmosphere,

and cryosphere — is continually moving, changing the mass distribution and causing

the gravitational field to vary with time (Wahr, 2007).

As shown in Section 1.2.1, in an inertial reference frame, the force per unit mass

of a satellite due to Earth’s gravitational field can be expressed as the gradient of the
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geopotential:

fGeo = TECI
ECEF∇U

The potential of gravitation between a unit mass and the Earth can be represented

using an infinite spherical harmonic series using normalized coefficients
(
C lm, Slm

)
.

Since the geopotential at a fixed location is variable in time due to constant mass

redistribution, time (t) is introduced as an independent variable and the spherical

harmonic coefficients are treated as time-dependent quantities (Bettadpur, 2007a).

In practice, the series is truncated to a maximum degree Nmax and the geopotential

is given by the equation:

U (r, φ, λ, t) =
µ

r
+
µ

r

Nmax∑
l=2

l∑
m=0

(
RE

r

)l

P lm(sinφ)
[
C lm(t)cos(mλ) + Slm(t)sin(mλ)

]
(2.1)

where

µ = the gravitational parameter of the Earth

RE = the reference radius of the Earth

l,m = the degree and order

P lm = the fully normalized associated Legendre polynomials

r = the radial distance of the satellite to the center of the mass of the Earth

φ, λ = the geocentric latitude and longitude of the satellite in an ECEF frame

(Bettadpur, 2007a). The components that make up this total geopotential model are

detailed in the following section.
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2.2 Geopotential Model Components

The total geopotential model is quantified as a set of time-dependent spherical har-

monic coefficients. Contributions to the total field come from various components

of the Earth system and geophysical phenomenon (Bettadpur, 2007a). The largest

portion of the geopotential comes from the two-body term in which Earth is consid-

ered to be a perfectly uniform sphere. This is simply the first term in the spherical

harmonic expansion given in Equation (2.1) above:

U2−Body =
µ

r

Earth’s oblateness, or flattening, is the largest deviation from the spherical approx-

imation. The C2,0 term in the expansion represents the dominant effect of Earth’s

oblateness in the geopotential. With a value of approximately −4.84169×10−4 (Tap-

ley et al., 2007), C2,0 is nearly three orders of magnitude larger than any other term.

Beyond oblateness, other spatial variations of various scales exist due to non-uniform

mass distribution (Fu and Cazenave, 2001). These variations are represented by the

higher-degree terms in the spherical harmonic expansion, and the total static field

can be approximated by:

U (r, φ, λ) =
µ

r
+
µ

r

Nmax∑
l=2

l∑
m=0

(
RE

r

)l

P lm(sinφ)
[
C lmcos(mλ) + Slmsin(mλ)

]
(2.2)

In practice, to ensure that the origin of the spherical coordinate system coincides with

the Earth’s center of mass, the degree-1 terms are set to zero: C1,0 = C1,1 = S1,1 = 0

(Rim and Schutz, 2002).
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In addition to spatial variations, the geopotential exhibits temporal variations

of various magnitudes and timescales. Solid-earth and ocean tides cause periodic

variations. Deformation of the solid Earth (from post-glacial rebounding, for example)

causes secular variations. And quasi-periodic variations arise due to atmospheric

variability and water mass motion (Fu and Cazenave, 2001). These time variations

are accounted for by making the coefficients
(
C lm, Slm

)
time variable. Then, (given

earlier as Equation (2.1)):

U (r, φ, λ, t) =
µ

r
+
µ

r

Nmax∑
l=2

l∑
m=0

(
RE

r

)l

P lm(sinφ)
[
C lm(t)cos(mλ) + Slm(t)sin(mλ)

]
The following sections describe the component models used to form the total

geopotential model used in POD:

2.2.1 The Static Field

The static field currently used in ICESat POD processing is the GRACE-derived

GGM03C model (Rim, 2012). GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experi-

ment) is a joint mission between NASA and the German space Agency, Deutsche

Forschungsanstalt fur Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR). The Principal Investigator is Dr.

Bryon Tapley of UT-CSR. The mission’s primary objective is to obtain accurate esti-

mates of the static and time-varying components of the geopotential. Twin GRACE

satellites pass over the Earth in identical polar orbits, separated by a distance of ap-

proximately 220 km. The distance between the satellites is measured very precisely

by a K-band microwave ranging system. Since spatial and temporal variations in

the gravitational field affect each satellite separately, the distance between the satel-

lites changes as they pass over the Earth. These small changes are detected by the
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inter-satellite ranging system and are processed by the GRACE team, along with

other information, to estimate the coefficients of the geopotential model (Bettadpur,

2007a). The static portion of the field is based on 4 years of GRACE data (from

January 2003 to December 2006) combined with terrestrial gravity information, and

is given as a set of spherical harmonic coefficients complete to degree and order 360

(Tapley et al., 2007).

2.2.2 Secular Rates

As discussed above, the C2,0 term in the expansion represents the majority of Earth’s

oblateness. SLR measurements and satellite missions have revealed that this term is

secularly increasing, corresponding to a decrease in oblateness. This is evidence of

mass transfer from low latitudes towards high latitudes. Most of this signal can

be attributed to post-glacial rebound, Earth’s response to the removal of glacial

loading since the last ice age (Wahr, 2007). In accordance with the International

Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS) 2003 conventions, the value

for the secular rate used in ICESAT POD from an epoch of 1 January 2000 is

Ċ2,0 = +1.162755× 10−11 per year (McCarthy and Petit, 2003).

In addition, since the Earth is elastic, changes in the angular velocity of the Earth

produce a variable deforming centrifugal force. This is called “rotational deforma-

tion” and it is modeled by including secular rates to the Ċ2,1 and Ṡ2,1 terms. In

accordance with IERS 2003 conventions, these values are Ċ2,1 = −0.337× 10−11 per

year and Ṡ2,1 = +1.606 × 10−11 per year, determined from an epoch of 1 January

2000 (McCarthy and Petit, 2003).
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2.2.3 Solid Earth and Ocean Tides

The Earth’s mass distribution and shape are affected by the gravitational attraction

of perturbing bodies, including the Sun and Moon (Rim and Schutz, 2002). The tem-

poral variation of the geopotential due to solid Earth tides is modeled with corrections

to the standard spherical harmonic coefficients C lm and Slm according to IERS 2003

conventions (Rim, 2012). Large oceanic tidal perturbations of the geopotential are

also computed using the FES2004 ocean tide model according to IERS 2003 conven-

tions. Ocean tide variations are also modeled as corrections to the standard spherical

harmonic coefficients.

2.2.4 Non-Tidal Atmospheric and Oceanic Variability

Short term variability in the atmosphere and oceans is another source of temporal

variations in the geopotential. It is modeled using the GRACE Atmospheric and

Oceanic De-aliasing (AOD) product developed by GFZ Potsdam, a combination of

the European Center for Medium range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) atmospheric

model and a baroclinic Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides (OMCT) driven by the

atmospheric model. The model is available as a set of spherical harmonic coefficients

up to degree and order 100, at 6 hour time intervals (Bettadpur, 2007b). The version

of the AOD product utilized in this research is the AOD1B Release 04.

2.2.5 GRACE-Derived Annual Variability and Slope

Ground-based instrumentation, such as high precision gravimeters, have allowed ob-

servation of time-variable gravity at local scales for many decades. But the recovery

of global-scale time-varying signals was only recently made possible by the launch
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of GRACE in 2002. The GRACE mission is particularly groundbreaking because it

provides the ability to make estimates of the geopotential at monthly intervals with

a spatial resolution as small as 400 kilometers. GRACE processing standards dictate

that the monthly GRACE geopotential estimates already account for the geophysical

processes described above (the solid Earth and oceanic tides, secular variations, and

atmospheric and ocean variability). Therefore, any variability present in the monthly

GRACE solutions represents unmodeled geophysical phenomena — the largest of

which is terrestrial water storage (Tapley et al., 2004a). For example, Figure 2.1

illustrates the gravitational changes detected by GRACE between March and De-

cember 2003 in the Amazon River Basin, due to water transport in this region. The

wet and dry seasons are clearly evident.

To estimate these signals, Bettadpur (UT-CSR) used a weighted least squares fit

of monthly geopotential solutions from 2002 through 2010 to determine an annual

cosine (winter-summer) component and an annual sine (spring-fall) component (since

seasonal variations are cyclic), along with a linear trend to account for secular varia-

tions. The models are given in spherical harmonic coefficients up to degree and order

120. Note that the GRACE-derived slope represents glacial isostatic adjustment,

present day ice melt, and other inter-annual trends (Bettadpur, 2012). When using

the slope model, it is important to “turn off” the secular C2,0 rate term discussed

earlier, so as to not include the effect of post glacial rebound twice.
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Figure 2.1
Gravitational Variations in the Amazon Basin.

Image courtesy of GRACE Science Team (Thompson, 2004)
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2.3 ICESat POD Geopotential Modeling Standards

In summary, the geopotential model used in the generation of the latest official ICESat

POD products included the following components:

Static Field: GGMOC3 up to degree and order 100

Secular Variations: Linear Ċ2,0, Ċ2,1, Ṡ2,1 according to IERS 2003 con-

ventions

Ocean Tides: FES2004 model

Solid Earth Tides: In accordance with IERS 2003 conventions

The purpose of this research is to examine the effects of adding other model compo-

nents to the POD solution, including:

Non-Tidal Atmopheric and Oceanic Variability: AOD1B RL-04 up

to degree and order 100

Annual Variability: GRACE-derived Annual variability model

Linear Trend: GRACE-derived Trend model

Expanded Static Field: GGM03C up to degree and order 360

The experimental geopotential model cases used and their effects on ICESat POD

results are described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3

POD Results

3.1 Orbit Processing

For this research, five variations of the geopotential model were used in the POD solu-

tion, with each successive case representing a more comprehensive and sophisticated

model than the previous. The Baseline Model (Case 0), which represents the current

ICESat POD processing standards described in Section 2.3, includes the GGM03C

mean field up to degree and order 100, linear rates for C2,0, C2,1 and S2,1, and models

for the Solid Earth and Ocean tides. Case 1 adds non-tidal atmospheric and oceanic

variability using the AOD product, Case 2 includes the GRACE Annual signal, Case

3 introduces the GRACE linear trend, and Case 4 uses the same GGM03C field

expanded to degree and order 360. The test cases are summarized in Table 3.1
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Table 3.1
Summary of Geopotential Model Test Cases used in ICESat POD

The POD solutions for each test case were processed using MSODP (version

2010.1) on the Texas Advanced Computing Center’s (TACC) Lonestar Linux clus-

ter. Dr. Hyung Jin Rim (UT-CSR) provided many of the original scripts that were

adapted to conduct this research. The orbit solutions were processed in 30 hour arcs,

allowing for orbit overlap analysis, which will be discussed later in this chapter. The

ICESat mission was completed in laser “campaigns”, corresponding to the periods

when each laser was operational. Campaigns occurred 2-3 times per year and most

lasted about 30-40 days, as seen in Table 3.2. POD solutions were obtained for all

campaigns in the mission.
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Table 3.2
ICESat Campaigns

Laser Identifier Start Date End Date Duration (days)

L1AB 2003/02/20 2003/03/29 38
L2A 2003/09/25 2003/11/19 55
L2B 2004/02/17 2004/03/21 34
L2C 2004/05/18 2004/06/21 35
L3A 2004/10/03 2004/11/08 37
L3B 2005/02/17 2005/03/24 36
L3C 2005/05/20 2005/06/23 35
L3D 2005/10/21 2005/11/24 35
L3E 2006/02/22 2006/03/28 34
L3F 2006/05/24 2006/06/26 33
L3G 2006/10/25 2006/11/27 34
L3H 2007/03/12 2007/04/14 34
L3I 2007/10/02 2007/11/05 37
L3J 2008/02/17 2008/03/21 34
L3K 2008/10/04 2008/10/19 16
L2D 2008/11/25 2008/12/17 23
L2E 2009/03/09 2009/04/11 34
L2F 2009/09/30 2009/10/11 12

3.2 Orbit Quality Assessment

Determining the quality of a POD solution is challenging because the true trajectory

is never known. However, several metrics for quantifying orbit accuracy exist and

were utilized in this research, including:

• DDHL observation residuals

• SLR residuals

• Orbit overlaps

These metrics were computed for each test case. Their values provide insight into

the overall quality of the orbit solutions produced, and provide a means to compare

the success of the various test cases used. For each metric, the “RMS Improvement
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over Baseline” is defined as:

RMS Improvement over Baseline =
√
RMS 2

Baseline −RMS 2
TestCase (3.1)

3.2.1 DDHL Observation Residuals

One way to measure POD performance is by examining how well the computed orbit

fits the tracking data. As described in Chapter 1, DDHL measurements serve as the

observation data in MSODP. Observation residuals are computed by differencing the

actual observations with the observations calculated using the computed trajectory:

y(t) = Y(t)−Y∗(t) = DDHL(t)−DDHL∗(t)

POD solutions are obtained by minimizing these residuals. The overall residual RMS

is indicative of both the accuracy of the models used in the solution and the quality

of the observation data (Fu and Cazenave, 2001). A low RMS value implies a good

orbit fit.

For each case, the RMS of the observation residuals was calculated for every daily

POD solution. Then, the daily RMS values were averaged to obtain the mean RMS

over the entire mission for each case. The results are summarized in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3
DDHL Observation Residual RMS

Geopotential Model RMS (cm) RMS Improvement over Baseline (mm)

Baseline 1.0013 –
Case 1 1.0008 0.316
Case 2 1.0007 0.347
Case 3 1.0007 0.347
Case 4 1.0007 0.347
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Note that the overall residual RMS values are consistent for each case. In addition,

the values obtained for each case indicate that the solutions are fitting the tracking

data at the centimeter level. Although the values seem to be improving as higher levels

of geopotential models are implemented, the differences are so small that they are

essentially meaningless for this type of metric. This implies two possibilities — The

DDHL residuals are not sensitive to changes in the geopotential model or errors due to

incomplete geopotential modeling are being absorbed by other estimated parameters.

Therefore, examination of observation residual RMS values is not an adequate metric

for comparing the various POD solutions, although the results lend confidence to

solutions generated with the new geopotential models.

3.2.2 SLR Residuals

Another way to quantify POD performance is to use independent tracking informa-

tion. Since the POD solution is generated exclusively with GPS measurements, data

from Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) can be used as an independent set of observa-

tions to assess the POD results. The ground-based laser ranging measurements are

compared to the ICESat orbit derived from GPS data to produce range residuals.

The raw RMS of these residuals is an indication of overall 3-D fit.

At each epoch where an SLR observation was available, the difference between

the laser ranging measurements and the computed range (from the GPS-derived orbit

estimate) was calculated. The RMS values of these differences over the entire mission

are given in Table 3.4

These results show improvement at the millimeter level, but since the SLR ob-

servations are independent of the POD solution, these small differences are more

meaningful. These results show improvement in the POD accuracy of almost 3 mil-
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Table 3.4
SLR Residuals: All Passes

Geopotential Model RMS (cm) RMS Improvement over Baseline (mm)

Baseline 1.76 –
Case 1 1.75 1.87
Case 2 1.74 2.65
Case 3 1.74 2.65
Case 4 1.74 2.65

limeters by implementing Case 2 or higher.

If the SLR analysis is limited to only high elevation passes, further insight into

the orbit errors is possible. In such a pass, the range vector from the laser ground

station is nearly aligned with the satellites geocentric position vector so that the SLR

residual is a nearly direct measurement of the radial orbit error. For ICESat, SLR

data collection was limited to a maximum elevation of 70 degrees in order to protect

the sensitive laser altimeter system. Even with this restriction, using passes that

reach a maximum elevation of at least 60 degrees provides a good approximation to

this geometry. Therefore, the range residual provides a good estimate of the radial

orbit error (Webb, 2007). In addition, a time bias can be estimated, which can be

transformed into an estimate of the along track error by multiplying by the orbital

velocity of the satellite (Ries, 2012).

The high elevation SLR residual statistics were examined and the radial and along-

track components of the error were separated. The RMS of the radial errors and along-

track errors over the entire mission are given in Table 3.5. Similarly, these results

indicated that slight improvement in POD accuracy is obtained by implementing the

new geopotential models.
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Table 3.5
SLR Residuals: High Elevation Passes

Geopotential Model
RMS

Bias Time Bias Radial Along Track
(cm) (µs) Error (cm) Error (cm)

Baseline 0.99 3.22 0.99 2.25
Case 1 0.98 3.20 0.98 2.24
Case 2 0.98 3.18 0.98 2.23
Case 3 0.98 3.17 0.98 2.22
Case 4 0.98 3.18 0.98 2.23

3.2.3 Orbit Overlap

Another method of quantifying POD performance is to compare independently de-

termined orbits that overlap in time. As described in Section 3.1, the orbit solutions

are processed in 30 hour arcs. The middle 24 hours of the arc comprises the daily

POD solution. Figure 3.1, illustrates how the 6 hours before and after can be used

to overlap with adjacent arcs (Schutz et al., 2008b).

Figure 3.1
Orbit overlap of three independently determined arcs

Because each arc is propagated with the initial conditions adjusted for that solu-

tion, for example, the last six hours of Arc #1 in Figure 3.1 will not exactly match
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the first six hours of Arc #2, even though both arcs are supposed to represent the

satellite position over the same interval of time (Fu and Cazenave, 2001). A drawback

to this metric is that it cannot identify errors common to both arcs. However, the

RMS of orbit overlap differences provides a useful test of orbit solution consistency,

a measure of POD precision.

The overlap analysis was accomplished by differencing the calculated ICESat po-

sitions at common epochs during the overlap period and transforming the differences

into a Radial-Transverse-Normal (RTN) frame. The RMS of the differences in each

component were then calculated along with the total 3-D root-sum-square (RSS)

value. The RMS and RSS values from each daily solution were then averaged over

the entire mission for each test case, and the results are shown in Table 3.6 below.

Table 3.6
Orbit Overlap RMS

Geopotential RMS (cm) RMS Improvement
Model R T N 3-D RSS Over Baseline (mm)

Baseline 0.5912 0.8907 0.5362 1.2251 –
Case 1 0.5879 0.8869 0.5268 1.2156 1.523
Case 2 0.5893 0.8904 0.5255 1.2184 1.279
Case 3 0.5900 0.8895 0.5252 1.2177 1.344
Case 4 0.5900 0.8889 0.5250 1.2171 1.397

The orbit overlap statistics are similar for each test case, with the observed im-

provement at the millimeter level. For this metric, all four experimental test cases

out-performed the Baseline Model (although by small amounts). Additionally, the

Case 1 solutions appear to have performed the best, achieving the lowest RMS values

for every overlap difference component. However, caution should be used when inter-

preting these close results, as the small differences may not be statistically meaningful

for this type of metric.
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3.3 Orbit Quality Assessment Results

As shown in the previous sections, each test case exhibited similar POD performance,

as judged by the values of DDHL observation residuals, SLR residuals, and orbit over-

lap. This analysis lends confidence to the validity of the solutions obtained and sug-

gests, at a minimum, that the implementation of time-variable geopotential models

in the POD process does not have negative effect on the solutions produced. Un-

fortunately, it is difficult to ascertain whether or not the implementation has any

significant effect on the POD solution, and whether or not improvement is achieved.

Luckily, another method succeeded in highlighting the differences between the

test cases – geographic correlation of the radial orbit perturbations is the topic of

the next chapter. This technique provided the most interesting results, and the most

striking illustration of the differences in the orbit solutions obtained with different

geopotential models.
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Chapter 4

Geographically Correlated
Radial Orbit Differences

4.1 Geographically Correlated Radial Differences

Anderle and Hoskin demonstrated in 1977 that errors in the geopotential model cause

geographically correlated orbit errors (Anderle and Hoskin, 1977). This means that

repeated passes along the same ground track over a fixed location exhibit the same

orbit error and that radial orbit perturbations are a function of geographic location:

δr(t) = δr(φ, λ, t) (4.1)

Tapley and Rosborough (1985) developed an analytical representation of the radial

orbit perturbation due to errors in the static geopotential model and related the mag-

nitude of the expected error to the covariance matrix associated with the coefficients

of the gravity model. They concluded that the radial error in the orbit solution has

a non-zero geographically correlated component that would only be reduced through

improvement of the gravity model (Tapley and Rosborough, 1985). In 1994 Bet-

tadpur and Eanes performed an analogous study on the geographical and temporal

distribution of radial orbit perturbations due to ocean tides, and found that the orbit
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errors at each location were in fact coherent with the tide height variation (Bettad-

pur and Eanes, 1994). Zelensky et al. examined the geographic correlation of radial

orbit perturbations due to the geopotential for the Jason-1 and Jason-2 oceanic radar

altimetry missions. They found that the radial differences exhibited a prominent an-

nual variation when a GRACE-derived time varying geopotential model was included

in their POD (Zelensky et al., 2010).

Since the radial component of orbit error is of particular interest for laser altimetry

missions such as ICESat, this discussion focuses on the geographic correlation of radial

orbit errors, although the transverse and normal components exhibit similar behavior

(Tapley and Rosborough, 1985).

4.2 Analysis of Radial Orbit Differences Between Test Cases

The first goal of this analysis is to examine the geographic character of the radial

orbit perturbations induced by the inclusion of various geopotential model compo-

nents, and determine whether the differences are coherent with the time-variable

gravity perturbations. To accomplish this, first the epoch-by-epoch radial differences

between two trajectories (generated with different geopotential models), along with

corresponding ground track information, was computed. Then, the radial difference

data was binned in 3-by-3 degree grids, and the average radial difference in each block

was computed. Finally, the RMS of the radial differences about the block mean was

calculated. Figure 4.1 shows the geographic correlation of radial differences between

trajectories computed with the Baseline Model and the four subsequent test cases.

In order to isolate the effect of each geopotential model component individually, a

similar analysis differenced orbit solutions generated from adjacent test cases. In this

way, the radial differences between the solutions could be attributed to a single model
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Baseline vs. Case 1
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Baseline vs. Case 3
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Baseline vs. Case 4
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Figure 4.1
Geographically correlated
radial differences: The
left column shows the ra-
dial difference between
the output solutions gen-
erated with the baseline
geopotential model and
the various test cases.
The right column gives
the variability of the ra-
dial differences about
the mean in each block.
Units are mm.
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Case 1 vs. Case 2 Case 2 vs. Case 3 Case 3 vs. Case 4
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Figure 4.2
Geographically correlated radial differences: The top row illustrates the radial differences
observed between solutions generated with adjacent test cases, while the second row shows

the corresponding variability about the mean. Units are mm.

component. For example, comparing the radial difference between Case 2 and Case

3 solutions highlights the effect of adding the GRACE-derived Trend model. These

results are shown in Figure 4.2.

Several observations can be made immediately from these images. First, note that

the radial orbit differences exhibit large variability over the Amazon region with the

addition of the GRACE Annual signal in the geopotential model (Case 1 vs. Case

2). Next, observe the large variability induced in the radial orbit differences over

Greenland when the GRACE Trend model is applied (Case 2 vs. Case 3). Finally,

note that the expansion of the static gravity field (GGM03C) to degree and order

360, has an imperceptible effect on the POD solution as compared to the Case 3

solution (which includes coefficients only to degree and order 100). Therefore, the

improvement in the POD solution achieved by using the expanded field is not worth

the extra computing time required to include this model in the solution. The effects

of adding the GRACE-derived Annual model and GRACE-derived Trend model are
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discussed further in the following sections.

4.3 Effect of the GRACE-Derived Annual model
on Geographically Correlated Radial Differences

-4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Figure 4.3
Geographically Correlated Radial Differ-
ences: The radial differences and variabil-
ity about the mean of the radial differ-
ences observed between the Case 1 and
Case 2 POD solutions. Units are mm.

Figure 4.3 again shows that the radial orbit component exhibits large variabil-

ity over the Amazon region with the addition of the GRACE Annual signal in the

geopotential model. This is to be expected, as the GRACE-derived annual model

exhibits large changes in the spherical harmonic coefficients over this region due to

the large water mass motion caused by the distinct wet and dry seasons. (Refer back

to Figure 2.1.) Indeed, if the radial differences in selected areas of this region are

plotted as a time series, obvious sinusoidal behavior is evident. This is illustrated in

Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4
Effect of Adding GRACE Annual model:
The difference in the radial component of all
orbital passes over five separate areas of the
Amazon region (identified by the numbered
blocks) were collected. Units are mm. The
differences in each region were then plotted
as time-series and sinusoids were fit to the
data (shown below).
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The results of this time-series analysis show that inclusion of the GRACE annual

model induces a periodic variability in the radial orbit difference. The data in each

block were fitted to a sinusoid, i.e.

y = Asin(2πft+ φ) + C (4.2)

where

A = the amplitude (in mm)

f = the frequency (in cycles per year)

φ = the phase offset

C = the non-zero center amplitude offset

The regions that exhibited a high variability (Blocks 1, 2, and 3) showed prominent

sinusoidal radial differences with an amplitude of nearly 4 mm, while the regions

with lower variability (Blocks 4 and 5) exhibited radial variations of less than 1 mm

amplitude. All results exhibited a frequency of about 1 cycle per year, as expected.

Since the GRACE team produced the GRACE Annual model by fitting a co-

sine (Winter-Summer) and a sine (Spring-Fall) to the monthly spherical harmonic

solutions, one would expect the radial differences to be coherent with the temporal

variability of the model. To test this hypothesis, the geographically correlated radial

differences between the Case 1 and Case 2 POD solutions from ICESat campaigns

during the “‘Fall” months (September through December) and the “Winter” months

(January through March) were plotted in Figure 4.5. Indeed, the out of phase com-
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ponents of the Annual Model (revealed by selecting subsets of the data from the Fall

and Winter months) result in radial differences with similar magnitudes but opposite

signs. All of these results indicate that the radial orbit differences are coherent with

the annual variability in the GRACE model.

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fall Campaigns Winter Campaigns
Figure 4.5

Radial orbit differences exhibit temporal variations related to the GRACE Annual
Model’s cyclic nature.

4.4 Effect of the GRACE-Derived Trend model
on Geographically Correlated Radial Differences

As shown in Figure 4.6, large variability is induced in the radial orbit differences

between the Case 2 and Case 3 POD solutions over Greenland when the GRACE

Trend model is applied. Again, this is not a surprising result, as the GRACE Trend

model attempts to account for the secular gravitational changes in this region. Re-

ferring to Figure 4.7, the radial differences between the Case 2 and Case 3 orbits

for three selected areas (identified by numbered blocks) were plotted against time.

Here, the radial differences in these regions exhibit a linear trend over time, and the

rate of change of the radial differences, d∆r
dt

, was calculated by simply fitting a linear

equation to the data: y = d∆r
dt
t+ C
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Figure 4.6
Geographically Correlated Radial Dif-
ferences: The radial differences and
variability about the mean of the radial
differences observed between the Case
2 and Case 3 POD solutions. Units are
mm.
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This result has implications for ICESat science results. By examining how the

orbit solutions evolve over time, and assuming the trends are consistent over a small

region, then the altimetry data can be corrected with these results (rather than re-

processing all of the orbit solutions) to include the effect of GRACE Trend model.

As a first approximation of this correction, the time rate of change of the radial orbit

difference, d∆r
dt

was calculated for 5 by 5 degree areas over Greenland. The results are

shown in Figure 4.8, and indicate that the highest rates of change are present in the

southeastern portions of the region and decrease to the north and west.
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Figure 4.8

The time rate of change of the radial orbit difference over Greenland. Units are mm/year.

Figure 4.9 shows the rate of surface elevation change dH
dt

over Greenland deter-

mined by the scientists at GSFC Cryospheric Sciences Laboratory from ICESat data

collected from 2003 through 2007. The rates of elevation change are on the order of

tens of centimeters per year. The rates of change of the radial orbit differences are on
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the order of millimeters per year. Therefore, this correction (although easy to apply)

would have a very small effect on the Greenland data.

Figure 4.9
The time rate of change surface
elevation in Greenland derived
from ICESat altimetry data
Image courtesy of GSFC
Cryospheric Sciences Laboratory
(Zwally et al., 2011).

4.5 Quantifying the Effect of Radial Orbit Error
on ICESat Altimetry

As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, radial orbit errors due to errors in the

geopotential model are geographically correlated – repeated passes along the same

ground track over a fixed location exhibit the same orbit error. However, for ground

tracks that cross (approach the location from different directions), this is not the case.
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The orbit error over the same location is different for an ascending pass than for a

descending pass (Scharroo and Visser, 1998).

Tapley and Rosborough, in their development of the analytic representation of

geographically correlated errors, revealed that the total radial error has a so-called

“mean” component and a “variable” component (Tapley and Rosborough, 1985).

The “mean” error, δrM is common to both the ascending and descending tracks.

The other component of the error varies in sign depending on whether the pass is

ascending or descending. This is called the “variable” error, δrV . By definition, it is

equal in magnitude but opposite in sign for ascending and descending tracks at the

location of interest (Fu and Cazenave, 2001). (Note that the “variable” component

is, in fact, time invariant. It is called “variable” because it changes sign depending

on whether the pass is ascending or descending.) The “variable” component can

be isolated by differencing the perturbations along the ascending and descending

tracks, since the “mean” components will cancel in the subtraction. Similarly, the

“mean” component can be identified by summing the perturbations along ascending

and descending tracks, so that the “variable” terms cancel (Bettadpur and Eanes,

1994).

In summary, the total gravity-induced radial orbit error at the location of interest

is given by:

δr = δrM ± δrV (4.3)

where the plus sign is chosen for ascending passes and the minus sign is chosen for

the descending passes.

From Equation (4.3) and Figure 4.10, the geographically correlated radial orbit

errors for the ascending and descending tracks above the location of interest are given
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Figure 4.10
Geographically correlated orbit error

by

δrasc = δrM + δrV

δrdes = δrM − δrV

Then, the “mean” and “variable” components can be given by

δrM =
1

2

(
δrasc + δrdes

)
= “A+D“

δrV =
1

2

(
δrasc − δrdes

)
= “A−D“

In ICESat altimetry, individual altimetry measurements are averaged over small

areas (in a process called binning) during each campaign to compute an average

surface elevation of that region over that campaign. This campaign-average elevation

is directly affected by the component of radial orbit error that survives the averaging

process; that is, the “mean” (“A + D”) component. Thus, quantifying the effect

of radial orbit error on ICESat altimetry measurements requires the examination of
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the “mean” component. The variable (“A - D“) component was also computed for

completeness.

Figure 4.11 shows the “mean” and “variable” radial differences between Case 1

and Case 2 POD solutions. These differences are attributable to the addition of the

GRACE Annual model in Case 2. As illustrated in the left column, the radial orbit

perturbations due to the omission of the GRACE Annual model can cause errors

in the averaged elevation data of up to 4.5 mm in magnitude. The largest of these

variations are observed in the Amazon region. This result is of little consequence to

the ICESat-1 mission, since its main objective was to study ice sheet elevation. In

these regions, the errors remained below 1.5 mm. However, if the ICESat-2 mission

objectives require elevation measurements over the Amazon, the amplitude of the

radial orbit variations may be large enough to impact the science results in the region.
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Campaign Mean (“A + D”) Variable (“A - D”)

L2a -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

L3b -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

L3i -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

L3j -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

Figure 4.11
“Mean” and “Variable” components of the radial orbit differences between Case 1 and

Case 2 POD solutions for four campaigns. Units are mm.
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Similarly, Figure 4.12 shows the “mean” and “variable” radial differences between

Case 2 and Case 3 POD solutions. These differences are caused by the addition of

the GRACE Trend model in Case 3. In this case, the largest differences are found in

the Arctic regions, with errors approaching 4 mm in some instances.

Again, referring back to Figure 4.9, the rates of elevation change observed by ICE-

Sat are on the order of tens of centimeters per year. The radial orbit errors shown

here would only corrupt the elevation data by a few millimeters (around 1% of the

signal). Therefore, it is concluded that the radial orbit errors caused by errors in

the background geopotential model (the omission of the GRACE Annual and Trend

models) are too small to have any significant impact on the ICESat science data.

Nonetheless, it was shown that the radial orbit perturbations caused by the geopo-

tential model are readily observable and are coherent with the time-variable models

implemented.
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Campaign Mean (“A + D”) Variable (“A - D”)

L2a -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

L3b -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

L3i -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

L3j -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 -4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

Figure 4.12
“Mean” and “Variable” components of the radial orbit differences between Case 2 and

Case 3 POD solutions for four campaigns. Units are mm.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

The success of the ICESat mission in detecting small changes in the surface elevation

of ice-sheets depends upon the accuracy with which the orbit can be determined.

Although the latest official ICESat precision orbit products have achieved remarkable

accuracy on the order of 1 cm, improvement of POD performance is always desired

and provided the motivation for this research. Recent advances in modeling the time-

varying geopotential, especially as a result of the GRACE mission, have provided

new opportunities to study the effects of including these state-of-the-art models on

ICESat POD.

Non-tidal atmospheric and ocean variability was implemented with the addition

of the AOD-1B model. Seasonal variability mainly caused by water mass motion was

included with the application of the GRACE Annual model. Secular variations caused

by present-day ice-melt and glacial isostatic adjustment were accounted for with the

addition of the GRACE Trend model. Finally, the static field model (GGM03C) was

expanded from degree and order 100 to degree and order 360. These changes were

implemented in four test cases, and POD solutions were produced with MSODP for
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all ICESat campaigns for each test case, in addition to the baseline model.

The quality of the POD solutions produced in the various test cases was quantified

by examining the usual orbit quality tests DDHL and SLR observation residuals and

orbit overlap. Although the solutions produced in every test case indicated good fit

(1-2 cm RMS) and consistency, these metrics were insensitive to the small changes

in the POD solutions induced by the new geopotential models, and were incapable

of identifying any statistically significant improvements in the POD. They did show

that the models did not negatively impact POD performance.

However, the effect of the time-variable models on the POD solutions became ap-

parent when geographically correlated radial differences were examined. The results

show that the perturbations have a geographically correlated mean with a geograph-

ically correlated variability about the mean. The differences were as large as several

millimeters in some instances. In addition, they were coherent with the temporal

variability of the geopotential models implemented. Since radial orbit errors directly

relate to the scientific quantities of interest in the ICESat mission – the altimetry

measurements and derived ice-sheet surface elevations – this result is of obvious im-

portance.

The effect of radial orbit error on ice-sheet altimetry was quantified by examining

the mean geographically correlated radial orbit differences, since this quantity survives

in the regional averaging of all altimeter measurements over a campaign. The addition

of the GRACE Annual model caused radial orbit differences of up to 4.5 mm, although

the largest of these perturbations were observed in the Amazon region. Although

this region was not of interest to the ICESat-1 mission, this result may be significant

for ICESat-2 if mission objectives include elevation measurements over the Amazon.

The addition of the GRACE Trend model caused radial differences of nearly 4 mm
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in the polar regions. However, errors of this magnitude are still too small to have

a significant effect on the ICESat science results, as ICESat estimates of elevation

change are on the order of tens of centimeters per year. Therefore, inclusion of time-

variable geopotential models in ICESat POD does not have a significant impact on

existing science results. However, the models do not negatively impact the POD.

Further, their inclusion may prove beneficial for the ICESat-2 mission, depending on

its science objectives and accuracy requirements.

In conclusion, this study showed that radial orbit perturbations were observable

and coherent with the time-variable geopotential models implemented. As accuracy

requirements for the ICESat-2 mission are set, this study may provide insight as to

where improvement in POD is achievable.
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